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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes two novel facial expression 

recognition methods which are robust for head rotation 
within a certain angle range between -30 degrees and +30 
degrees. We had proposed Eigenspace Method based on 
Class features of object (EMC) and Multiple Discriminant 
Analysis (MDA) for facial expression recognition. Our new 
methods, pEMC (parametric Eigenspace Method based on 
Class Features) and pMDA (parametric Multiple 
Discriminant Analysis), are extensions of EMC and MDA 
by using the parametric eigenspace technique. The 
parametric technique finds the manifold vector for 
recognition of rotated objects. Since EMC and MDA have 
the higher class separation, our new methods have both 
characteristics of parametric eigenspace and high 
classification of facial expression. pEMC and pMDA 
provide  more 20 degree correct recognition than EMC 
regardless of the head pose.

Index Terms— Facial expression analysis, eigenspace 
method based on class features, multiple discriminant 
analysis, parametric eigenspace method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Facial expression is an important media for non-verbal 
communication of human which is presented and 
understood by people almost effortlessly. For realizing this 
natural communication in our future living environment 
with robots, automatic recognition of facial expression is an 
indispensable technique for human-robot non-verbal 
communication.  
Principle Component Analysis (PCA), as an unsupervised 
technique, has been first introduced for facial expression 
recognition [1]-[3]. To further improve the separability of 
different classes, we had proposed two supervised 
techniques, i.e., EMC and MDA for the facial expression 
recognition [4]. Both methods target at finding the optimum 
linear discriminant subspace for classifying multiple classes. 
MDA determines the bases by maximizing the ratio of 
between-class and within-class scatters of feature vectors 
while EMC maximizes the difference of between-class and 
within-class scatters. Especially, EMC was reported to 
obtain higher accuracy than MDA and PCA for recognizing 
facial expressions from frontal face images [4]. 

Head rotation is another factor that affects the accuracy of 
these view-dependent methods. For example, the 
recognition accuracy of EMC degrades significantly 
regarding to the head rotation, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
Since humans may communicate with each other in any 
head direction, the facial expression recognition method for 
human-robot communication should have the flexibility to 
deal with various head orientations.  

Fig. 1: Angle of 3D head rotation

Fig. 2: Accuracy drops when the EMC/PCA subspace learnt 
from frontal images is used to recognize a face with rotation

Parametric eigenspace method was proved to be an efficient 
way to deal with pose variation in object recognition, 
working with the principle component analysis (i.e. pPCA) 
in Ref. [5]. In this paper, we propose two new eigenspace 
methods that are extension of EMC and MDA by using 
parametric eigenspace technique, namely pEMC and pMDA, 
for both the flexibility and high classification accuracy for 
3D head pose variation.   
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2. PARAMETRIC-PCA, EMC AND MDA 
Different from original eigenspace methods which use the 
cluster center for representing a class, a parametric 
eigenspace method regards each class as a smooth manifold 
(which represents the whole trajectory of a facial pattern 
projected in all view directions), in a universal subspace. 
This manifold is generated by piecewise interpolation of 
discretely projected training images of different head 
directions. An input sample is then classified according to 
its distances to these manifolds of different facial 
expressions. The major idea of pEMC and pMDA is to 
replace the PCA-derived universal space in pPCA with a 
subspace from EMC and MDA, so as to further improve the 
separability of different manifolds. The following section 
shows detailed formulation and algorithms of pPCA, pEMC 
and pMDA. 

2.1. pPCA 
First step is to compress the large image sets into low-
dimensional subspaces that capture the appearance 
characteristics of objects. 
 Facial image is denoted by 
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We normalize the image vector by 
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The covariance matrix Q is calculated as 
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Here,
fnmr  : facial images for training 

    f : index of facial expression class, Ff
F : facial expression classes 
m : image index, fMm

fM : number of images for each expression class f at
one angle step  

M : number of training images 
n  : rotation angle index, Nn
N  : number of angle steps for each direction 
c  : average image of all gray scale training samples 

Equation (5) shows the determination of the eigenvalues and 
their corresponding eigenvectors of Q, i.e., 

                                    kkk Qvv  .        (5) 
Here,

kv  : eigenvectors of the image data set 
k : index of eigenvector ,  Kk

    K : number of eigenvectors 

The second step is configuring manifold of images on the 
eigenspace. Each training sample rfnm in the image set of f is 
projected to the eigenspace by first subtracting the average 
image c from it and then finding the dot product between 
the result and each of the eigenvectors of the eigenspace, i.e., 

          )(, TPCA cr]v,v,[vg 21 fnmkfnm .           (6) 

Since consecutive images are strongly correlated, their 
projections in eigenspace are closed to one another. The 
discrete point gfnm describes a smoothly varying manifold in 
eigenspace 
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where, N,,, 21 are continuous pose parameters. The 
manifold vector is derived by 
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Head rotation angle  is
                                       ][ zyx  .                            (9) 
The third step is facial expression estimation. Since the 
eigenspace is tuned to discriminate between different facial 
expression classes, the input image y is projected to this 
space, i.e.,  

)(, cy]v,v,[vz 21 k . (10) 
The recognition problem is then to find the manifold of 
facial expression class f which z lies on.  We find the facial 
expression class f that gives the minimum distance between 
its manifold )(g f  and z, i.e., 

)(minarg PCAgz ff .   (11)

These processes are the analysis of facial expression by 
pPCA. 
 
2.2. pEMC 

The algorithm of pEMC is shown Fig. 3.  

Fig. 3 : Facial expression classification by pEMC
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Firstly, pEMC finds the eigenvector ek to maximize 
difference SEMC of the within-class scatters SW and between-
class scatters SB of rfnm. Each ek is derived by solving the 
following eigenvalue problem, i.e.,  

kkk eSe EMC ,   (12) 
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The second step is to find the manifold vector. We project 
each training image rfnm of facial expression class f to the 
eigenspace by taking the dot product between mean 
subtracted images and each eigenvectors of the eigenspace,  

            )(],...,,[ TEMC creeeg 21 fnmKfnm  .                 (16) 

The discrete points gfnm of consecutive images in facial 
expression class f are closed one after another which make a 
continuous manifold  
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where N,,, 21 are continuous pose parameters. We 
obtain the manifold vector )(g f of facial expression class f
in the eigenspace by 
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The last step is to find the facial expression recognition. For 
facial expression estimation, the input image p is projected 
to a point q in the eigenspace, i.e.,  

                            )(],...,,[ T cpeeeq 21 K  .                   (19) 
                    
And then, we select the facial expression class f which has 
the minimum distance between its manifold vector and q,  

gq EMCminarg ff      .                         (20) 

2.3. pMDA 
The algorithm of pMDA is similar to pEMC except that 
pMDA finds the eigenvector ek which maximizes ratio SMDA 

of the within-class scatters SW to between-class scatters SB
of rfnm. The eigenvectors of SMDA are calculated by 

                             kkk eSe MDA  ,                      (21) 
where                
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To find the manifold vector of facial expression class f  in 
the eigenspace, each training image  rfnm is projected to the 
eigenspace by 
            )(],...,,[ TMDA creeeg 21 fnmKfnm .                  (23) 

Although the projection points of training images in the 
eigenspace are discrete, we can get the continuous manifold  
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because of the high correlation of consecutive facial images.
Here, N,,, 21 are continuous head rotation parameters. 
We obtain the manifold vector )(g f of facial expression 
class f  in the eigenspace for pMDA, which reads 
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Then, we estimate the facial expression. For this estimation, 
we project the input image  p to the eigenspace by  

                            )(],...,,[ T cpeeeq 21 K .                    (26) 
We then determine the facial expression class f of input 
image from the minimum distance between the manifold 
vector )(MDAg f and q, i.e., 
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3. EXPERIMENT OF FACIAL EXPRESSION  
RECOGNITION  

3.1. Experimental Conditions 
Experiments were conducted with the following conditions.  

Number of facial expression 
class (F)

7
[neutral,happiness, 
disgust, anger, sadness, 
surprise, fear] 

Number of training image 
for each expression class at 
one angle step(Mf)

9

Number of angle steps for 
each direction (N)

13  (-30 zyx ,, 30)

Number of training person 3 
No. of training images  819 
No. of test images 364  (semi open data, 

same person with 
different images) 
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3.2. Experimental Results 
Fig. 4, 5 and 6 shows the correct recognition rates with 
respect to head rotations in three directions. pEMC and 
pMDA classified facial expressions with higher accuracies 
compared with pPCA in all directions. As we can see, the 
correct recognition ratio between  -20  and 30 in
x direction is going down for 10%. It is because more 
occlusion is in x direction than y and z direction. Except for 
that, all of pEMC, pMDA and pPCA provide almost flat 
correct recognition regardless of the head pose. 

Fig. 4: Recognition rate WRT head rotation in x direction

Fig. 5: Recognition rate WRT head rotation in y direction

Fig. 6: Recognition rate WRT head rotation in z direction

Due to page limitation, we only show in Table. 1 the correct 
recognition ratio of each facial expression class by pPCA, 
pMDA and pEMC in x direction. By comparing the results, 
the highest performance of facial expression recognition is 
achieved by pEMC while pPCA obtained the worst. That 
means that pEMC can provide the best classification of 
facial expression among these 3 methods. 

Table. 1 Recognition rate of Each Facial Expression by 
pPCA, pMDA and pEMC in x direction

 pPCA pMDA pEMC 
Neutral 67.31 73.08 92.31 

Happiness 84.62 88.46 92.31 
Disgust 73.08 84.62 94.23 
Anger 65.38 73.08 75 

Sadness 53.85 69.23 67.31 
Surprise 61.54 71.15 80.77 

Fear 73.08 86.54 88.46 
Average 68.41 78.02 84.34 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper describes two novel methods for facial 
expression recognition, namely pEMC and pMDA, which 
are extensions of EMC and MDA by using the parametric 
eigenspace technique. Since the parametric eigenspace 
method has a flexibility of pose variation, pEMC and 
pMDA have achieved both flexibility and high classification 
accuracy against 3D head pose variation. They provide 
higher precisions (over 80%), than pPCA for facial 
expression recognition in all tested directions.  
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